ILLINI SNIPER

BAY COLT; Foaled April 21, 2015; Brand 8N791

Consigned by University of Illinois Animal Sciences Dept., Urbana, IL

ILLINI DAM

Mattcheck Girl........................................

Endora Hanover......................................

Western Terror p,3,1:48.3

Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4

Ambra p,2,1:53.4

Artea p,2,1:53.4

Matt's Scooter p,3,1:44.2

Pansy Princess

Western Hanover p,3,1:50.4

Western Hanover p,3,1:53.2

ENDORAE HANOVER by 2nd Dam

Eddi's Delight p,1:48.4

Endora Hanover.................................

Western Ideal p,1:48

Thoroughbred p,2,1:52.3; 3,1:50.1 ($719,198) by Western Terror p,3,1:48.3. Dam of:

EXPRESS GATE p,3,1:52.3; 3,1:50.1 ($719,198) by Western Terror p,3,1:48.3. Brother to DROP THE

REBA'S FINALE......................................

BOLD RULER...........................................

EXPRESSO HANOVER

EBSEN HANOVER

EXPRESSLY HANOVER

EZPASS HANOVER

EDRA HANOVER

EXIT HANOVER

EDISON HANOVER

Star Clipper (g, Allamerican Native). Now 2.

Bettor's Delight p,3,1:49.4

Brown Jug (heat), Matron S. (elim.); third in Messenger S., Little Brown Jug (heat), Bluegrass S. and

Roses Are Red Series (leg); third in Final Eldorado Series at Cal Expo. At 4, Season's Champion and winner Morrill Pace at Plainridge, 2 Opens and an Invitational. At 6, Open winner.

EQUINOX HANOVER p,2,1:55.4; 3,1:54.3f; 4,1:50.5f (g, The Panderosa) ($449,390). 36 wins. At 2, second in 2 Lexington LC; race timed 1:55.1. At 3, winner Cons. Jr. Trendsetter Series; race timed 1:51.2. At 4, winner Final Eldorado Series (leg), etc. Dam of 12 foals, 11 winners, including:

PREFERS p,2,1:58.4; 3,1:54 (m, The Panderosa) ($19,018). 2 wins at 2. At 2, second in Miller Lite LC at Lexington; race timed 1:57.3 in first pari-mutuel start. At 4, 3 Preferreds, 2 Invitationals and 2 Opens.

EXTRA PASS p,2,1:51.3f (f, The Panderosa) ($130,174). 5 wins. At 2, 3 (2-1-0) and winner The Stallion Series (2 legs and Final); second in Bluegrass S. and International Stallion S.; second in Tien Shan Series (leg); third in Lobster Canada Series (leg).

EXPRESSION HANOVER p,2,Q1:58.4; 3,1:54 (m, I Am A Fool) ($67,102). 9 wins. At 2, race timed 1:57.3 in first pari-mutuel start. At 3, race timed 1:53. At 5, second in Erwin Andrews Pace. At 6, second in Spud Island Series (leg); third in Lobster Canada Series (leg).

EBSEN HANOVER p,2,1:57.1; 1:56f (g, Artaxo) ($42,864). 16 wins. At 2, second in Virginia Breeders S. (elim. and Final); third in PASS; race timed 1:54.3. At 3, race timed 1:52.4. At 5, winner Bangor Series (leg); second in PASS; race timed 1:53.1. At 4, 3 winners Cons. (third in leg) Jr. Trendsetter Series.

REBA Q,p,3,1:58.1 (m, Cam's Card Shark). Dam of REBA'S FINALE p,1:55f.